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Management Summary
The Port of Calhoun, LLC. is planning to construct a commercial facility for transporting and storing sand.
The facility includes the construction of a number of onshore deadmen for barge mooring, a bulkhead
for loading and unloading barges, buildings for sand storage, and an area for the disposal of dredge
material. Because the project will involve the placement of fill within the ordinary high water mark of
the Victoria Barge Canal, the project will require a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
Galveston District (Corps). Since the issuance of this permit is a federal undertaking, the Corps must
comply with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. In addition, because the project
occurs within an easement owned or controlled by a political subdivision of the State of Texas (West
Calhoun County Navigation District), the Navigation District must also comply with the Antiquities Code
of Texas. Because the Port of Calhoun, LLC requires these approvals for the development of these
facilities, the Corps and the Navigation District have required the Port of Calhoun to comply with these
regulations. Previous communication with the Corps identified specific components of the project as
occurring within the “permit area.” These include the onshore deadmen localities, the bulkhead, which
also both occur in the Navigation Districts easement. The dredge disposal area occurs in the Corps’
permit area, and is not part of the Navigation District’s easement.
Records on file with the State of Texas indicated that on or about 1989, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers conducted an archeological survey along the Victoria Barge Canal and recorded a number of
archeological sites along the northeast shore. One of the sites documented, 41CL77, borders along the
north bank of the canal on the Port of Calhoun LLC property. Subsequent archeological investigations at
the site in 1995 found that 41CL77 was comprised of an extensive prehistoric shell midden deposit
dating to the Late Prehistoric Period (ca. AD 1,000 – 1,500). As a result of these investigations the site
was recommended as eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, and therefore the
site should be preserved in place, and impact to it must be mitigated by avoidance of the site deposits,
or under an archeological data recovery program.
During the survey of the permit area along the bank of the canal, archeological deposits were visible
locally along the surface. A number of backhoe trenches and shovel tests were excavated and the
examination of the resultant trench profiles found modern trash lying underneath what appeared to be
zones of archeological deposits. This indicated that the archeological deposits along the low bank of the
canal were secondary and that they likely washed in from adjacent primary deposits located upslope
along the crest of the adjacent bluff that overlooks the canal. Despite the finding that archeological
deposits along the bank appear disturbed, the fact that intact deposits occur within 75-feet of onshore
deadmen localties A, B, and along the western half of C (Figure 6), suggests that construction activities
within those areas could adversely impact significant archeological deposits associated with site 41CL77
along the bluff. Under these circumstances it is recommended that a 25-foot buffer zone be placed
around the perimeter of site 41CL77, and as long as construction activities within the permit area are
able to avoid impacting the site, the project should be allowed to proceed as planned. However, if
impact to the site cannot be avoided, then those impacts should be mitigated with an appropriate
archeological data recovery program.
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Introduction
The Port of Calhoun, LLC. is proposing to construct a dock facility along the bank of the Victoria Barge
Canal in Calhoun County (Figure 1). According to the development plans dated May 20, 2018 the project
includes the construction of: (1) four onshore deadmen localities; (2) a bulkhead; (3) buildings for sand
storage; and (4) a dredge disposal area (Figure 2). Because this project involves the placement of
structures within the ordinary high water mark of the Victoria Barge Canal, a Nationwide Permit issued
by the US Army Corp of Engineers, Galveston District (Corps) is required for the project. Before a permit
can issued, the Corps must ensure compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act
(Section 106). In addition, since the onshore deadmen and the bulkhead facility occur within an
easement owned or controlled by the West Calhoun County Navigation District, this investigation must
also comply with the Antiquities Code of Texas, which is administered by the Texas Historical
Commission (THC).

Project Area

Figure 1: Project Area

With regard to the Nationwide Permit program, the Corps regulates compliance with Section 106 under
33 CFR 325, Appendix C, which allows them to define the “permit area” for the project. Although it was
assumed during our initial coordination with both the Corps and the THC that the permit area included
all four components of the project, we later learned that it only included the onshore deadmen
localities, the bulkhead, and the dredge disposal area. Moreover, project components under the
jurisdiction of the Antiquities Code only include those that occur within the Navigation District’s
easement, namely the onshore deadmen localities, and the bulkhead, of which the Corps’ permit area
consequently overlaps. In recognition of these jurisdictional boundaries the impacts discussed in this
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report only include those project components that occur within the Corps’ permit area, which is
estimated to be approximately 15-acres in size.

USACE Permit Area
Navigation District’s
Easement

Figure 2: USACE Permit Area and other jurisdictional areas

Topographically, the permit area occurs along the north bank of the barge canal which is comprise of a
low, narrow terrace between the edge of the canal and the foot of an adjacent high bluff that overlooks
the Victoria Barge Canal to the south. This high bluff is actually the edge of an ancient river terrace that
consists of loamy and clayey geologic deposits of the Beaumont Formation, while the adjacent lower
terrace consist of much younger deposits (Bureau of Economic Geology 1987). The Beaumont
Formation, which along the Upper Texas coast was deposited by a series of meanderbelt channel
avulsion events formed large deltaic plains between local bays and river valleys (DuBar et al. 1991;
Metcalf 1940). Although the Beaumont Formation was deposited during the last Ice Age (Pleistocene
Epoch), thin veneers of Holocene alluvial, and possibly windborne sands, deposited along the edges of
these terraces all along the Lower Guadalupe and San Antonio river valleys. These thin Holocene
deposits have locally been documented to contain intact archaeological deposits (Gadus et al. 1999;
Ricklis 2004; Weinstein 1992).
Soils that form within these ancient terrace sediments include mainly Ijam clay, Laewest clay, Telferner
fine sandy loam, and Contee-Decosta complex clays, sandy clays, and sandy clay loams (Web Soil
Survey). Ijam clays occur along the margins of the Victoria Barge Canal and form in modern dredge
material. Laewest clays form on broad flat high terraces and consists of a surface horizon of very dark
gray clay that extends to about 43-cm below the surface, while the underlying zone consist of multiple
very dark gray to light brownish grey very hard clayey subsoils containing common iron-manganese
stains, calcium carbonate nodules, and slickensides. Telferner profiles are about 200-cm thick and
consist of dark grayish brown sandy loam surface horizons underlain by firm to very hard grayish brown
to pale brown sandy clay subsoils, often containing masses of oxidized iron and iron-manganese
nodules. Contee-Decosta clays have profiles that are similar to Laewest clay having gray clay loam
2
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surface horizons underlain by thick, hard, gray to light brown subsurface horizons that also exhibit
pronounced levels of mineralization. The permit area largely occurs along terrace slopes and valley
margins overlooking and adjacent to the Barge Canal that are covered in dense vegetation consisting
mainly of weesatche, water oak, youpon, sumac, trumpet creeper, and muscadine grape vines, while the
dredge stockpile area lies clearly in the uplands and covered in live oak, weesatche, a variety of woody
vines, and other scrub.
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Regional Cultural Setting
The permit area is situated within the Central Texas Coast Archeological Zone, which includes a 50-km
wide strip of area stretching from the Colorado River in the north to Baffin Bay in the south. Other than
a few projectile point surface finds, the occupation of the Central Texas Coast during the Paleoindian
Period (11,200 – 8,000 years before present (BP)) is poorly understood (Hester et al. 1989). The first real
evidence for the occupation of this portion of the coast occurs as dense accumulations of oyster and
scallop shells mixed with Early Archaic style dart points (Gower, Bell, Uvalde, and Andice), which are
sometimes found with small numbers of rudimentary cutting implements made from clam shells. These
Early Archaic sites, generally dating between 7,500 – 6,800 BP, have been reported to occur along the
edges of Beaumont Formation terraces overlooking coastal bays and estuaries (Ricklis 2004).
The second half of the Early Archaic Period dates from 5,800 – 4,200 BP and is much better documented
as more sites with representative components have been recorded and a few of these have received
detailed study. Like the earlier part of the period, most sites dating to this period are identified as thin
lenses of oyster and Rangia shells, fish otoliths, and occasional chert scrapers, as well as stone tool
manufacturing debris. Time diagnostic dart points include Bell, Early Triangular, and Tortugas styles. At
one site, a number of postholes laid out in an arc was interpreted as a habitation structure or a
windbreak (Ricklis and Gunter 1986). Recently, however, a very important site investigated along the
Victoria Barge Canal in Victoria County produced over 100 human burials and associated grave goods
including such unique items as banner stones, plummets, and grooved quartzite stones, as well as other
items made from non-local materials. The unique artifact assemblage from this site suggests that the
Early Archaic populations of the Lower Guadalupe River valley had connections to groups in the
Southeastern US who are know to have possessed a similar material culture (Ricklis et al. 2012).
The following period, termed the Middle Archaic, spans the timeframe from about 4,200 – 3,200 BP.
Only one component comprised of a thin lens of oyster shell has been tentatively assigned to this
period, and because no clear archaeological evidence was found in association with these deposits, its
connection to human activity remains in question. Given the lack of evidence of human occupation
along the Central Texas Coast at this time, has led some archaeologists to suggest that this period of
cultural occupation probably relates to an environmental episode were highly productive estuarine
habitats were submerged for a time by rising sea level, hence making the area considerably less
attractive to humans (Ricklis 2004).
The time spanning from about 3,100 to 950 BP is referred to by archaeologists as the Late Archaic
Period, and marks a time when sea level stabilizes to its present position allowing the expansion of
estuarine habitats and subsequently the return of human habitation along the coast. Sites dating to this
period occur on the seaward portions of coastal bays, and are marked by huge shell middens or mounds
containing a variety of mollusk species both from the sea as well as from the surrounding estuaries. The
relatively high occurrence of fish bones and the remains of deer and other terrestrial animals as well as
birds indicate the intense exploitation of a highly diverse range of food resources. Artifacts found
among these shell midden sites include items made from a variety of materials including shell, bone, and
stone. In the lower part of the midden deposits stone projectile points include Kent and Ensor types,
while Catan and Matamoros points characterize the upper portions alongside small amounts of plain,
sandy paste pottery. Human burials ranging from a few individuals to large cemeteries containing
4
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hundreds of interments have also been documented for this period, and surprisingly isotopic data from
human bone samples indicate that many of the individuals did not subsist exclusively on a coastal diet
(Huebner and Comuzzie 1992).
Beginning around 950 BP a wholly new period of aboriginal prehistory appears in the archaeological
record for the Central Texas Coast. Archaic style darts thrown with the assistance of the atlaltl are
quickly replaced by the bow and arrow, and the making and use of ceramic vessels becomes increasingly
more common. Archaeologists refer to this period as the Late Prehistoric, and recognize two culturaltemporal divisions. The initial part of the period dates from about 950 – 650 BP, and is marked by
limited amounts of plain, sandy paste pottery tentatively referred to as Goose Creek Plain ware, shich
sometimes occur alongside Scallorn style arrow points. Evidence of the exploitation of a broad range of
aquatic as well as terrestrial resources occurring in the form of fish, mammal, and bird remains indicate
a continuation of earlier Late Archaic subsistence strategies. After 650 BP, the latter part of the Late
Prehistoric Period is marked by a distinctive pattern of intensive exploitation of regional subsistence
resources indicated by the appearance of a stone tool kit comprised of Perdiz arrow points, small
unifacial end scrapers, and small drills/perforators, all built primarily upon a prismatic blade technology.
This toolkit has been regarded by most archeologists as adaptively advantageous for hunting large
terrestrial game such as bison and deer (Ricklis 1992). The stone tool assemblage also includes thin
bifacial knives that are sometimes alternately beveled. Tools manufactured from bone and shell are also
common. Pottery in the form of bowls, jars, and narrow-necked ollas are a hallmark of this assemblage,
and these largely sandy paste earthenware vessels can either be plain or decorated with incised lines or
painted with asphaltum in various patterns involving both strait and squiggly lines. Because this
combination of artifacts consistently occurs throughout the Central Texas Coast, it has become
convention to collectively refer to it as the Rockport Phase, and since early European explorers and
settlers report this area as being occupied by the Karankawa Indians, it is assumed that this assemblage
represents this indian group’s pre-contact material culture (Ricklis 1996, 2004).
Although the first Europeans to enter Texas were members of the ill-fated Navarez expedition, of who
shipwrecked on Galveston Island in 1528, European settlement of the Central Texas Coast was not
attempted until 1685 when the French explorer Rene-Robert Cavelier Sieur de La Salle established a
colony on Garcitas Creek in the vicinity of Lavaca Bay. La Salle was later murdered by his own men, and
the French colony on Garcitas Creek, plagued by disease and starvation, was eventually sacked by local
Indian tribes in 1687 (Foster 1998). Having learned of the French encroachment into what was
considered Spanish territory, the Spanish Governor of Coahuila, Alonso de Leon, led two expeditions
into Texas, one in 1689 and a second in 1690, which both passed through the Central Texas Coast in the
vicinity of Matagorda Bay. Later Spanish expeditions led by Governor Teran de los Rios in 1691 and 1692
revisited the area, but it was not until 1722 when an expedition led by Governor Aguayo ordered the
construction of a presidio and an accompanying mission near the location of the former French
settlement on Garcitas Creek. The Spanish military presence within the Central Texas Coast lasted for
only five years before the presidio and the mission, both collectively referred to as La Bahia, were
moved to the Guadalupe River near the present day town of Mission Valley in Victoria County. La Bahia
was later moved again in 1749 to its present location at Goliad (Chipman 1992; Foster 1995). Arguably
the area remained under Spanish control until a Republican army under the command of Mexican
revolutionary Bernardo Gutierrez, likely under clandestine support from the United States, crossed the
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Sabine River and marched southwest, capturing the presidio at La Bahia from the Spanish in 1821
(Handbook of Texas Online).
In 1824 Martin de Leon, the only Mexican empresario granted a colony in Texas by the Mexican
government, founded the town of Victoria with only twelve families. Later in 1846 the town of
Indianola, originally known as Indian Point, was founded on Matagorda Bay by Sam Addison White and
William M. Cook. It remained one of only a few deep-water ports in Texas and served as the county seat
of Calhoun County for over 30 years, reaching a maximum population of 5,000 before being obliterated
by a hurricane in 1875. Afterward, the town was rebuilt on a smaller scale, but a second hurricane hit in
1885, and shortly thereafter the town was abandoned. Calhoun County is currently converting from an
agricultural to an industrial economy in which petroleum, manufacturing and chemical production are
increasingly becoming more important (Handbook of Texas Online).
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Archival Research and Survey Design
Examination of available historical and archeological records on the Texas Historic Sites Atlas Website
(Atlas) indicates that the permit area is occupied by an archaeological site. Recorded as 41CL77 in the
state database, the site was originally documented in 1989 during a longitudinal reconnaissance of the
Victoria Barge Canal conducted by archaeologists working under contract with the US Army Corps of
Engineers, Galveston District. As described by the original recorders, the site consisted of a continuous
deposit of Rangia shell extending for a distance of about 0.75 miles along the edge of an elevated
terrace overlooking the northeast shore of the canal (Figure 3). No subsurface archaeological
investigations were undertaken at the site during the reconnaissance, and site boundaries were
estimated based on a discontinuous series of 10
surface observations taken along the length of
the site. Based on these observations a number
of prehistoric midden deposits were identified.
Prehistoric
materials
included
several
concentrations of Rangia shell, a Scallorn arrow
point, numerous pieces of flake debitage, as well
as several sherds of Goose Creek plain pottery.
Historic materials were also found including
several fragments of historic ceramics, glass,
metal, and a brick fragment, all indicative of a
late nineteenth to early twentieth century
occupation. The investigators cited that pending
the results of test-level excavations, the site was
recommended as potentially eligible for listing on
the National Register of Historic Places
(Weinstein 1992).

In 1995, archeological test excavations were
undertaken at the southeastern end of site
41CL77 to investigate a number of shell
accumulations found above a small intersecting Figure 3: Location of 41CL77 (from Weinstein 1992)
drainage gully identified as Area A, and a
concentration of historic materials located several
hundred meters up the channel from Area A identified as the Smith Housesite. The archaeological
investigation of these two areas included the excavation of 72 auger/shovel tests to define the extent of
the two localities. Based on the results of these tests, a total of seven backhoe trenches, and ten 1x1
meter excavation units were placed within Area A to more fully investigate the prehistoric and historic
components identified at that particular locality. The trench and unit excavations within Area A resulted
in the recording of as many as five separate lenses of densely packed Rangia shell, each measuring from
5 to 30 cm thick and ranging in depth from 10 to 40 cm below surface. In addition to these shell lenses,
unit excavations recovered over 600 artifacts including three Scallorn arrow points, 123 ceramic sherds,
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numerous pieces of debitage, modified and unmodified bone as well as a number of historic materials.
The investigators concluded that due to the thin and relatively discrete nature, and demonstrated ability
to address research questions with regard to regional settlement and subsistence during the Late
Prehistoric Period, the prehistoric deposits in Area A were deemed eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places. However, the lack of temporally discrete historic deposits dating to a
significant period of particular historical importance were cited as reasons why the historic components
identified from Area A and at the Smith Housesite were considered ineligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places (Gadus et al. 1999).

Previous archeological investigations concluded
that the prehistoric component of site 41CL77 was
eligible for listing on the National Register of
Historic Places.
Under these circumstances,
combined with the fact that the original recorders
estimated the boundaries of the site using primarily
surface observations, it was the objective of this
investigation to determine whether planned
construction activities within the permit area would
adversely impact archaeological deposits associated
with the site. This was accomplished by conducting
a pedestrian inspection of the permit area that
included the gathering of not only surface
observations, but also data from shovel testing and
backhoe trenching as a means to evaluate and
assess site boundaries. The visual inspection of the
ground
surface
included
a
pedestrian
reconnaissance along the upper edge of the bluff to
locate, record, and map site boundaries in areas Figure 5: Location of 1995 Archeological Testing
where ground surface exposures could be easily
accessed. Backhoe trenching and shovel testing focused not only on locating archeological deposits
within the permit area, but also involved an attempt to gain information about the local depositional
context. To these ends shovel testing involved the hand excavation of a 30-cm diameter test hole using a
spade. Shovel test excavation was controlled by digging and screening the sediments in 10-cm
increments to test for buried archaeological materials and record the local geomorpholoy and soil
characteristics. Backhoe trenches measured approximately 3 to 5-meters long, 0.80 to 1.5-meters deep,
by 0.50 meters wide. Resultant sediment profiles were sketched and described in accordance with the
North American Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature and soil profile descriptions were gathered in
accordance with the USDA Soil Survey Manual (1993). In addition to recording soil texture, Munsell
color, structure, and degree of profile mineralization, an effort was made to assess the relative age of
the sediments by comparing the stage of soil mineralization observed in the trench profiles against
established soil chronosequences (Birkland 1984). The locations of all surface exposures of
archeological materials observed, backhoe trench profiles, and shovel test locations were digitally
photographed and geo-referenced using an iPhone 7 camera and a Garmin GPSMAP 64st hand-held
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Global Positioning System. All field notes, sketches, and photographs produced during the field
investigation were curated in accordance with Chapter 29, The Curation of State Held-in-trust
Collections and archived at the Texas Archeological Research Laboratory in Austin.
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Results of the Field Survey
The field investigation of the permit area was conducted on August 27 - 28, 2018. The pedestrian
inspection of the surface noted that the permit area occurred in two different topographic settings. The
area occupied by the onshore deadmen localities and the bulkhead facility was located along a narrow
bank between the edge of the Victoria Barge Canal and the foot of a prominent bluff identified
previously as the edge of an ancient alluvial terrace. On the other hand, the dredge stockpile area was
clearly situated in upland topography ca. 900 feet or so inland and north of the bluff. Although the
upper edge of the bluff overlooking the canal was heavily vegetated with thick brush that prevented
access to much of the area along of the bluff’s edge, accumulations of archeological deposits consisting
of Rangia shell with occasional small amounts of flaked chert were observed exposed along the surface
in the few areas where the vegetation was at its thinnest (Figure 5). Since these shell accumulations
matched the descriptions of those provided by previous investigators, they were considered
archaeological deposits associated with site 41CL77 and mapped in place with a GPS unit. During the
mapping of the site boundaries we found that a portion of the site located outside the permit area had
been impacted by recent grading and filling activities associated with the construction of the sand
storage facility.

Figure 6: Concentration of archeological deposits exposed along the top edge of bluff
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After estimating the boundaries of site 41CL77, the focus of the investigation shifted to assessing
whether construction activities conducted within the permit area would affect archaeological deposits
associated with the site. This was achieved by excavating backhoe trenches within specific components
of the project that occur within the permit area. For instance, the development plan indicated that
there are five components of the project arrayed along the shore of the canal. These components
include four onshore deadmen localities, identified as localities A-D from west to east, and a bulkhead
facility positioned between onshore deadmen localities C and D (Figure 6). The local terrain and density
of vegetative cover where these project components occur varied considerably and differentially
effected our ability to access each of these areas with the backhoe (a John Deere 310K). For instance,
the bulkhead facility and onshore deadmen localities C and D all occupied a somewhat level, narrow,
relatively brush-free terrace landform situated between the edge of the canal and the abrupt slope of
the adjacent bluff to the north (Figure 7). This relatively flat, brush-free terrace was widest at the east
end in the vicinity of onshore deadmen locality D (approximately 65 feet wide) and furthest (approx. 125
feet) from the archeological deposits located along the top of the adjacent bluff. From onshore
deadmen locality D the flat terrain occupied by the bulkhead and onshore deadmen locality C became
increasingly more narrow and in turn the permit area came progressively closer to intact archeological
deposits along the crest of the adjacent bluff, so that by midway along onshore deadmen locality C
Backhoe Trench
Shovel Test
Project
Components
within the Permit
Area

BHT 11

BHT 10

Estimated extent
of Site 41CL77

ST 1
ST 2

BHT 7
BHT 8

A

BHT 9

B

C

Bulkhe

BHT 1, 2, 3

archeological
deposits
where and
within
50-feet
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bluff.
From
Figure
7: Location of
backhoe trenches
shovel
tests within
permit
area

BHT 4, 5, 6

ad

D

this point and to the west in the was
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the terrain became so steep (approx. 15% slope) and thickly vegetated that backhoe access was severely
limited. Because of this situation, only one backhoe trench could be excavated in the vicinity of onshore
deadmen locality B (Figure 8), and since these same difficulties were encountered at onshore deadmen
locality A, no trenches were excavated at that locality. However, we were able to gain pedestrian access
to onshore deadmen area A and excavate a shovel test in the locality by crawling on our hands and
knees for about 50-feet through the thick brush (Figure 9). As for the dredge stockpile area, vegetation
was thick in places, but the terrain was flat enough such that we cleared a path with the backhoe and
excavated two trenches within the area.

Figure 8: Relatively flat terrain in vicinity of onshore deadmen localities C, D and bulkhead area

Figure 9: Area of access between Deadmen Localities B and C and location of Backhoe Trench 7
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Figure 10: Thick vegetation limiting access to Onshore Deadmen Locality A

Bulkhead and Deadmen Localities C and D
Seven backhoe trenches were excavated along the narrow flat landform that lies between the edge of
the canal and the steep bluff to the north. Backhoe trenches 1 through 3 were excavated in the vicinity
of proposed deadmen locality C, trenches 4 – 6 in the vicinity of deadmen locality D, and trench 8 in the
vicinity of the bulkhead. The trenches measured from 3.5 to 5 meters in length and provided profile
exposures of the local deposits from the ground surface down to a depth as much as 1.5 meters. The
profiles were largely homogenous with only a few local variations. As many as three stratigraphic zones
were identified and the composite stratigraphic sequence included an upper zone (Zone 1) comprised of
40 to 50-cm of mottled very dark grayish brown clay containing common Rangia shells and fragments of
plastic bags and other modern trash, which suggests that this zone likely represents modern colluvium
transported in from intact site deposits located approximately 100-feet to the northwest. A modern
trash pit filled with mottled clay and containing barb wire, sheet metal fragments, and a cast iron
automobile rear differential axle underlies this upper zone locally in Backhoe Trench 3 (Figure 10),
otherwise Zone 2, consisting of a 90cm thick strata of very dark brown dense clay containing many
calcium carbonate nodules lies naturally below Zone 1 (Figure 11). Zone 2 is clearly a well-developed Bt
Horizon that formed in Beaumont clay. Below Zone 2 at a depth of about 80-90 cm below the surface
was Zone 2a, consisting of a strata of light gray clay that was highly mottled with common iron oxide
stains and calcium carbonate films. This lowermost unit exposed in the trench profiles likely represents
ancient terrace deposits that are geologically related to Zone 2 that have been altered by groundwater
saturation, causing translocation of mineral compounds including iron oxides, manganese oxides, and
calcium carbonate. In the vicinity of BHT 5, sediments from Zone 2a were found lying on top of Zone 2
13
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suggesting that the area was subject to local disturbance, possibly related to past dredging activities.
Although no intact archeological deposits were found within the trenches located within onshore
deadmen localities C and D nor within the trench in the bulkhead facility, significant archeological
deposits do occur within 50-feet of onshore deadmen locality C, and within 125-feet of the bulkhead
and onshore deadmen locality D.

Zone 1

Modern
Trash Pit

Zone 2a

Figure 11: Stratigraphic profile (BHT 3) in vicinity of Onshore Deadmen Locality C
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Dredge Material

Zone 2

Zone 2a
Groundwater

Figure 12: Backhoe Trench 5 showing possible dredge material

Onshore Deadmen Localities A and B
Access to onshore deadmen localities A and B was limited by thick brush and steep terrain that was
essentially non-traversable either with the backhoe or on foot. The closest we could get the backhoe to
these localities was a narrow clearing in the vegetation located between onshore deadmen localities C
and B (Figure 8). Here backhoe trench 7 was excavated at the base of the slope. The profile of BHT 7
exhibited the same stratigraphy as that encountered in onshore deadmen localities C and D. Here, Zone
2 was about 40cm thick and directly overlay Zone 2a to a total trench depth of 90-cm below surface
(Figure 12). Absent from the stratigraphic column observed in BHT 7 was Zone 1, which likely had been
stripped away sometime in the recent past, possibly by erosion. Although no archeological deposits
were encountered in the trench, potentially intact archeological deposits occur approximately 50-feet
upslope from the trench and 60 feet from the edge of the canal.
Onshore deadmen locality A was only accessed by crawling approximately 40 or so feet on our hands
and knees under thick brush while climbing down the steep slope of the bluff to an area were a shovel
test could be excavated. This test (Shovel test 1) was excavated to a total depth of 40-cm below
surface, and sediments consisted of 0-10-cm of gray sandy clay, overlying brown clay from 10-40cm
below surface. Whole and fragmentary Rangia shells and charcoal were encountered within the upper
15
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20-cm of the profile. Because the slope is so great within the area of the shovel test it is likely that the
archeological deposits in the vicinity are secondary and have washed down from potentially intact
archeological deposits located approximately 30-feet upslope from the shovel test and only 35-feet from
the edge of the canal.

Zone 2

Zone 2a

Figure 13: Profile of Backhoe Trench 7

Dredge Disposal Area
The dredge disposal area is a 200x800-foot area located in upland topography some 900 feet north of
site 41CL77. A pedestrian reconnaissance of the area did not result in the identification of any
archeological deposits or standing structures. Two backhoe trenches (BHT 10 and 11) were excavated
within the area and both exhibited soil profiles consistent with those formed in ancient terrace deposits,
and the soils observed in the profiles formed in clay parent material. The upper zone was an AB horizon
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extending from the surface down to a depth of 20 cm. It consisted of a dark gray clay that was hard and
compact with medium coarse blocky structure and many slickensides. Immediately below across a clear
wavy boundary to a depth of 60 cm below surface was a dark grayish brown silty clay with common
calcium carbonate nodules measuring 1-2 mm in diameter. The structure of this zone was coarse
angular blocky and exhibited all the diagnostic criteria for a Btk Horizon. A clear abrupt boundary exisits
between the Btk Horizon and the one below which meets the definition for a Bk Horizon. This soil zone
consists of a slightly friable, grey clay mottled by many hard calcium carbonate nodules measuring 25mm in diameter, common fine iron oxide stains, and dark greyish brown lamella (Figure 13). No
archeological deposits were observed in either of the trench profiles.

AB

Btk

Bk

Figure 14: Representative Soil profile in Dredge Disposal Area
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Summary and Recommendations
Records on file with the State of Texas indicated that on or about 1989, the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers conducted an archeological survey along the Victoria Barge Canal and recorded a number of
archeological sites along its northeast shore. One of the sites documented, 41CL77, borders the north
bank of the canal on the Port of Calhoun LLC property. Subsequent archeological investigations at the
site in 1995 found that 41CL77 was comprised of an extensive prehistoric shell midden deposit dating to
the Late Prehistoric Period (ca. AD 1,000 – 1,500). As a result of these investigations the site was
recommended as eligible for listing on the National Register of Historic Places, which essentially means
that the site should be preserved in place, or if not, impact to it should be mitigated under an
archeological data recovery program.
Because over 20 years had passed since the last archeological investigation had occurred at the site, a
pedestrian inspection was conducted to identify archeological deposits and to evaluate their current
areal extent. Although archeological deposits were observed along the surface of areas where
vegetation was sparse, areas of thick brushy vegetation, particularly in the southwest portion of the
property, severely limited the visibility of archeological deposits along the surface. Based on the readily
available information, the boundaries of site 41CL77 were estimated.
Archeological deposits were visible locally along the surface of the permit area that occurs along the low
bank adjacent to the canal. Examination of trench profiles in those areas found modern trash lying
underneath what appeared to be zones of archeological deposits. This indicated that the archeological
deposits in these area were secondary and that they likely washed in from adjacent primary deposits
located upslope along the crest of the bluff to the north. Despite the finding that archeological deposits
along the bank appear disturbed, the fact that intact deposits occur within 75-feet of onshore deadmen
localties A, B, and along the western half of C (see Figure 6), suggests that construction activities within
those areas could adversely impact significant archeological deposits associated with site 41CL77.
Under these circumstances it is recommended that a 25-foot buffer zone be placed around the
perimeter of site 41CL77, and as long as construction activities within the permit area are able to avoid
impacting the site, the project should be allowed to proceed as planned. However, if impact to the site
cannot be avoided, then those impacts should be mitigated with an appropriate archeological data
recovery program.
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Appendix A: Backhoe Trench and Shovel Test
Descriptions
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Test
Number

Zone

Depth

BHT 5

BHT 6

BHT 7

Dark brown (10YR3/3) clay with common dark grayish brown fine
to med mottles, hard, compact, coarse to medium angular blocky,
many calcium carbonate nodules (2-4 mm dia.), occasional iron
oxide staining, many fine roots, clear abrupt lower boundary. C
Horizon
Very dark brown (10YR3/2) dense clay, massive, many calcium
carbonate nodules (2-3 mm dia.), many slickensides, calcium
carbonate and iron oxide filaments plug most pores. Bt Horizon
Same as Zone 1 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 2 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 1 in BHT 1
Brown (10YR4/3) clay loam with common dark yellowish brown
(10YR4/4) coarse mottles, medium subangular blocky, common
calcium carbonate nodules and iron oxide strains, clear abrupt
boundary

Many Rangia shells,
modern plastic garbage
bag fragments along
contact with underling
zone 2
None

0-40

2

40 -70

1
2
1
Fa 1

0-40
40-130
0-50
50-80

2a

50-150

1
2
2a

2
2a
1

0-40
40-100
100120
0-40
40-110
110130
0-40
40-140
140150
0-40
40-80
0-40

2
2a
1

40-80
80-100
0-30

Same as Zone 2 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 2a in BHT 3
Dark gray (10YR4/1) silty clay, medium to coarse angular blocky,
common roots, defuse lower boundary (AB Horizon)

2

30-80

3

80-90

4

90-120

1

0-20

2

20-60

3

60-70

1

0-30

Very dark gray (10YR3/1) clay, massive, hard, compact, occasional
soft nodules of calcium carbonate (4-5mm dia.), clear abrupt
boundary. Btss Horizon
Light olive brown (2.5Y5/3) clay with common yellow (2.5Y8/8)
iron redox mottles, medium blocky, many fine clay lamella, clear
wavy boundary. Likely an ancient marsh deposit
Yellowish red (5YR5/8) clay with common yellow (2.5Y8/8) clay
mottles, friable medium columnar. Bt Horizon
Dark gray (10YR4/1) clay, hard compact, medium to coarse blocky.
AB Horizon.
Dark grayish brown (10YR4/2) silty clay, hard compact, angular
blocky, many calcium carbonate nodules (1-2mm dia.). Bt Horizon
Gray (10YR5/1) clay with common fine dark grayish brown
(10YR4/2) clay mottles, friable, fine columnar, many calcium
carbonate nodules (2-5mm dia.) and common iron oxide stains.
Btk Horizon
Same as Zone 1 in BHT 10

BHT 3

BHT 4

Cultural Deposits

1

BHT 1

BHT 2

Profile Description

cm
below
surface

2a
2
2a
1
2
2a

Light gray (10YR7/2) clay with common brownish yellow (10YR6/6)
mottles, common iron oxide staining and calcium carbonate films.
Bt Horizon
Same as Zone 1 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 2 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 2a in BHT 3

BHT 10

BHT 11

None
None
None

Same as 2a in BHT 3
Same as Zone 2 in BHT 1
Same as 2a in BHT 3 – encountered water table

None
None
None

Same as Zone 1 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 2 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 2a in BHT 3 – encountered water table

None
None
None

Same as Zone 2 in BHT 1
Same as Zone 2a in BHT 3
Same as Zone 1 in BHT 1

None
None
Few Rangia shells mixed
with modern trash –
plastic fragments,
aluminum beverage
cans
None
None
Inset historic pit feature
with brick fragments,
window pane glass, and
charcoal fragments
None

BHT 8

BHT 9

Many Rangia shells
None
Many Rangia shells
Modern metal objects
buried in a pit– sheet
metal fragments, barb
wire, rear automotive
axle
None

None

None
None
None
None

None
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ST 1

ST 2

2
3
1

30-60
60-70
0-30

1

0-10

Same as Zone 2 in BHT 10
Same as Zone 3 in BHT 10
Dark gray (10YR4/1) clay with yellowish brown (10YR5/4) silty clay
mottles
Gray (10YR5/1) sandy loam

2

10-40

Brown (10YR4/3) sandy loam grading to hard clay

None
None
Many Rangia shells
Many Rangia shells and
charcoal fragments
Many Rangia shells and
charcoal fragments
from a depth of 10-20
cm. Sterile from 20-40
cm.
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Appendix B: Agency Coordination
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
GALVESTON DISTRICT, CORPS OF ENGINEERS
P. 0. BOX 1229
GALVESTON, TEXAS 77553-1229

June 5, 2018
REPLYTO
ATTENTION OF:

Evaluation Branch
SUBJECT: Department of the Army Permit Application SWG-2018-00148

Port of Calhoun, LLC
11674 State Highway 185 North
Port Lavaca, Te·xas 77979
Attn: Rick Smart
Dear Mr. Smart:
This is in reference to your permit application submitted on February 20, 2018,
requesting authorization to install 200 linear feet of bulkhead, placement dredged
material in uplands, and install sixteen onshore deadmen. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, Galveston District (Corps) Staff Archeologist has reviewed the permit area in
accordance with 33 CFR Part 325, Appendix C (Processing Department of Army
Permits: Procedures for the Protection of Historic Properties; Final Rule 1990; with
current Interim Guidance Document dated April 25, 2005), and has determined that the
permit area is likely to yield archeological sites eligible for listing in the National Register
of Historic Places (historic properties).
The proposed activity has the potential to adversely affect historic properties.
Therefore, a cultural resources investigation is required to determine if historic
properties exist within the permit area. The investigation must take the form of field
survey and must take place prior to any ground breaking, ground clearing, or
construction activities. You are requested to hire a qualified professional archeologist to
conduct the survey. A list of contractors is available online at the following Internet
address:
http://www.counciloftexasarcheologists.org/index.php?option=content&tas
k=view&id=9&1temid=56
Prior to the field survey, a scope of work (SOW) must be submitted to the Corps
Staff Archeologist and to the Texas State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO) for
approval. In the event that the archeologist hired by the applicant does not submit a
SOW or coordinate with the Corps and the SHPO, additional survey work may be
required. If you do not submit the SOW within 30 days from the date of this letter, we
will assume that you no longer wish to pursue this permit and your application will be
withdrawn.
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-2-

The archeologist contracted by the applicant must submit a draft report of the
cultural resources investigations for review and approval to both the Corps Staff
Archeologist and the SHPO. The Corps Staff Archeologist's approval of the final report
and formal concurrence from the SHPO will document completion of the cultural
resources review. Your permit application will not be considered complete until the
cultural resource review is completed.
Please contact our Staff Archeologist, Mr. Jerry Androy at 409-766-3821 with your
Corps Permit Application Number (SWG-2018-00148) for specific instructions regarding
- ----- --the requirements of this investigation. For questions regarding the permit i;>reeess,
please contact Mark Garza at 409-766-3143. Please send a copy of this letter to the
archeologist you contract.
Sincerely,

Janet Thomas Botello
Chief, Evaluation Branch
Copies Furnished:
RD-P - Mr. Jerry Androy
TSHPO - Mr. Mark Wolfe
Trinity Consultants
1001 West South Loop, Suite 640
Houston, Texas 77027
Attn: Colt Sommers
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Re: Project Review under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act and/or the Antiquities Code of Texas
Permit 8533
201900732
Port of Calhoun Dock Facility
165 Lois Lane
Seabrook,TX 78612
Dear Eric Schroeder:
Thank you for your submittal regarding the above-referenced project. This response represents the comments of the
State Historic Preservation Officer, the Executive Director of the Texas Historical Commission (THC), pursuant to
review under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act.
The review staff led by Jeff Durst and Caitlin Brashear has completed its review and has made the following
determinations based on the information submitted for review:
Above-Ground Resources
• No historic properties are present or affected by the project as proposed. However, if historic properties are
discovered or unanticipated effects on historic properties are found, work should cease in the immediate area; work
can continue where no historic properties are present. Please contact the THC’s History Programs Division at 512463-5853 to consult on further actions that may be necessary to protect historic properties.
Archeology Comments
• Draft report acceptable. Please submit another copy as a final report along with shapefiles showing the area where
the archeological work was conducted. Shapefiles should be submitted electronically to
Archeological_projects@thc.texas.gov.
• Archeological sites should be avoided and protected from construction impacts.
We look forward to further consultation with your office and hope to maintain a partnership that will foster effective
historic preservation. Thank you for your cooperation in this review process, and for your efforts to preserve the
irreplaceable heritage of Texas. If you have any questions concerning our review or if we can be of further
assistance, please email the following reviewers: Jeff.Durst@thc.texas.gov, caitlin.brashear@thc.texas.gov.
Sincerely,

For Mark Wolfe, State Historic Preservation Officer
Executive Director, Texas Historical Commission
Please do not respond to this email.
cc: Jerry.L.Androy@usace.army.mil
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Meeting Notes
On November 21, 2018 a conference call was held with USACE Galveston District to discuss the area-ofpotential-effect, the permit area, and the adequacy of the archeological field investigations to address
USACE concerns. Upon conclusion of the call, Jerry Androy, the USACE archeologists, concluded that as
long as the applicant (Blanco Sand Services, LLC) provided a letter outlining how they would protect site
41CL77 for damage (see letter on next page), that he would conclude that the planned construction
activities within the permit area would have no effect to properties eligible for listing on the National
Register of Historic Places.
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